Abstract-Sparse matrix-matrix multiplication is a critical kernel for several scientific computing applications, especially the setup phase of algebraic multigrid. The MPI+X programming model, which is growing in popularity, requires that such kernels be implemented in a way that exploits on-node parallelism. We present a single-pass OpenMP variant of Gustavson's sparse matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm designed for architectures (e.g. CPU or Intel Xeon Phi) with reasonably large memory and modest thread counts (tens of threads, not thousands). These assumptions allow us to exploit perfect hashing and dynamic memory allocation to achieve performance improvements of up to 2x over third-party kernels for matrices derived from algebraic multigrid setup.
I. INTRODUCTION
The solution of large, sparse linear systems is ubiquitous in the solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) using implicit timestepping. The solution of such systems is often done using preconditioned Krylov methods. Not infrequently, algebraic multigrid (AMG) algorithms [1] , are used to precondition these Krylov methods, as they are theoretical mathematically scalable (e.g., the solution time scales linearly in the number of unknowns). These algorithms generate a series of coarse grids using sparse general matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM), taking an initial matrix A 1 , a coarse-to-fine prolongator P and a fine-to-coarse restrictor R and forming the coarse matrix A 2 = RA 1 P .
The formation of the coarse matrix is by far the most time-consuming portion of the setup phase of AMG. As the setup phase needs to be redone when the matrix changes, this calculation is often done at least once per timestep of a transient PDE code, and potentially more often if the PDE is nonlinear. Thus, the efficiency and scalability of the SpGEMM kernel is of great interest to the multigrid community as well as those who are users of multigrid preconditioners to help solve their linear systems.
A substantial trend in current thought on high-performance computing (HPC) is the "MPI+X model," which posits the use of MPI between nodes on a HPC machine, and some other parallel programming technique on a node. One of the important candidates for "X" on a number of non-GPU current and future HPC architectures is threading via OpenMP [2] . This paper is motivated by the desire to accelerate AMG setup, coupled with the requirement that our kernels be able to use the MPI+X model. The use case we consider is one where multiple MPI processes are used on a physical node, e.g., 4 or 8 per Xeon Phi socket or 1-2 per Haswell socket. This motivates investigating kernels that are performant at low thread counts, e.g. one to eight threads, yet capable of using a modest thread count, e.g., 16 , effectively. This is in contrast to kernels designed for very high concurrency, e.g., 272 threads on a Xeon Phi.
We present a new multithreaded algorithm for SpGEMM, that is competitive for general sparse matrix multiplication, as well as highly performant for AMG hierarchy construction. This paper is organized as follows: We introduce SpGEMM and the canonical approach for implementing it. We introduce our algorithm and explain how we obtain performance while using only a single pass through data. Finally, we present a performance study conducted on a Cray XC40 Haswell partition. We present the following contributions:
• Low Thread-count Gustavson: a single pass, multithreaded SpGEMM algorithm; • Strong thread scaling that consistently outperforms two third party kernels for AMG setup.
• A qualitative study showing our algorithm can handle the more general problem of matrix squaring and still be performant.
II. BACKGROUND
This paper presents a multithreaded variant of a classic sparse matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm. To understand our contribution, some knowledge of how sparse matrices are stored and how this storage relates to SpGEMM algorithms is necessary. Following, we present a brief introduction to the CSR format, the canonical SpGEMM algorithm from 1978, how matrix storage impacts SpGEMM algorithm design, and finally how SpGEMM relates to scientific computing.
A. Introduction to SpGEMM
Compressed sparse row (CSR) storage is a common form of storage for sparse matrices. It consists of two integer-valued arrays, rowptr, and colind, and one real-valued array, vals. The rowptr array is of length N + 1, where N is the number of rows in the matrix. The colind and vals arrays are of a length equal to the number of nonzeros in the matrix. The entry rowptr[i] is the first entry in the colind and vals arrays which contains a nonzero in row i. The entry rowptr[i + 1] is one entry past the last entry in the colind and vals arrays containing nonzeros in row i. This storage format allows row-wise operations to be computed quickly, since rows have contiguous storage. However column-wise operations are very slow. This storage format has a direct impact on the choice of algorithm for SpGEMM, which is why we detail it here.
Serial matrix-matrix multiplication involves three nested loops, which can be ordered any of six different ways. The most common loop ordering for CSR matrices is the rowwise ordering, which resolves rows of the result matrix C sequentially through a series of partial updates of the entries in that row. No entry in that row is guaranteed to be correct until all partial updates are finished, in contrast with the textbook inner-product ordering, which completes each entry in order. A row-wise algorithm for sparse matrix-matrix multiplication is shown in Algorithm 1 to illustrate the loop ordering.
Algorithm 1: Row-wise sparse matrix-matrix multiplication input : A ∈ l×m and B ∈ m×n output: C ∈
In the SpGEMM algorithm, the structure of the resulting C matrix is not known in advance. One way of handling this is a two-pass algorithm, where the first pass counts the memory required and the second pass computes the value. A second approach relies on getting a decent estimate of the memory use and doing dynamic memory allocation during a single pass. Depending on how this algorithm is implemented, a single pass algorithm could require a final "copy out" phase if some kind of temporary storage is used. This algorithmic choice will be discussed in more detail in Section IV-A.
B. Row-wise SpGEMM Algorithms
Row-wise SpGEMM algorithms require an efficient method for accumulating partially computing entries and allowing new partial sums to be added. Following the terminology of Deveci et al., we refer to these as accumulators [3] . The three basic categories of accumulator algorithm for row-wise SpGEMM are sort/merge based, heap based hash based, where the use of dense accumulators can be viewed as perfect hashing.
The classic serial SpGEMM is found work of Gustavson [4] , which outlines the canonical dense accumulator perfect hashing algorithm. Algorithms in this class use a temporary array of length equal to the number of columns present in the matrix B. This array is used to index into the final result vector. If a new entry is encountered, the temporary array is then set to point to the first vacant entry of the result array, dynamically allocating more memory if needed. If the dynamic memory allocation can be amortized, this allows accumulation to be done in O(1) time per entry. MPI parallel implementations of dense accumulator algorithms can also be found in software packages such as Trilinos [5] .
Non-dense hashing algorithms take a different approach, keeping a hash table to store and lookup the partially accumulated entries in the row. If rows are far from dense, this approach of taking substantially less memory than a dense accumulator (e.g. the size of the hash table required is much less than the full number of columns present in the matrix B). Like the dense accumulator case, a properly designed hash table should cost O(1) per entry, however the constant is likely to be much larger. Hashing-based algorithms include the SpGEMM routines found in AmgX [6] , KokkosKernels [3] , ViennaCL's Cuda kernel [7] and the work of Nagasaka et al. [8] , [9] .
Heap-based algorithms, such as the work of Nagasaka et al. [9] use a heap (or priority queue) to store the partially accumulated entries in the row. In the case where entries in B are sorted by column index within each row, these can be adapted to use even less memory than the hash-based algorithms. These methods also have the benefit of producing sorted output from sorted inputs.
The last major family are sort/merge algorithms. These work by using a parallel sort on component entries (if needed) and then merging them. These require more memory than a hash table and are potentially limited by the scalability of the sorting step. Nonetheless, they remain a popular choice and sort and/or merge based routines can be found in ViennaCL's OpenMP kernel [7] and CUSP [10] .
C. Algebraic Multigrid Setup
Algebraic multigrid generates a series of course approximations (or grids) to the original fine-scale problem. This is done via the generation of a coarse-to-fine grid prolongator matrix P , and a corresponding fine-to-coarse grid restrictor matrix R. For symmetric problems, R = P T , but this is not a general requirement. The exact structure of the P and R matrices are chosen via the myriad of algorithmic options and parameters which guide AMG, but they do possess certain characteristics in general. P is always tall and skinny, R is always short and fat and in both cases, the number of nonzeros per row is relatively small. The choice of a relatively low number of nonzeros per row is to keep density coarse matrix to a minimum (though some amount of density increase over the fine matrix is inevitable). Each coarse matrix, A n+1 is generated from the matrix at the next finer level, A n via a matrix-matrix multiplication, specifically, A n+1 = R(A n P ). This is done multiple times until a matrix small enough for a fast direct solver is generated, at which point the setup terminates.
These matrix-matrix multiplications are by far the most expensive components of multigrid setup (often taking 80+% of the total setup time). As AMG setup may occur every time step (for transient problems) or even multiple times per time step (for nonlinear problems), AMG setup (and thus SpGEMM) can be a substantial component of the overall code run time, which makes optimization of SpGEMM potentially impactful.
III. MOTIVATION
Our primary motivation for this work is the fact that prolongation matrices (P ), discussed in Section II-C, are tall and skinny. Hence, the resulting product, C = A N xN P N xM , will contain rows with at most M nonzeros. This motivates a fundamental design decision. While many algorithms focus on hash or heap approaches for mapping column indices in P to locations in C, we note that that Gustavson's original approach actually used perfect hashing via a dense array. For small M this works, but with large, distributed memory matrices, even M may be large, and P very sparse. To use a dense lookup table efficiently, there must be a mapping that restricts the columns to those owned by a specific MPI process. Thankfully, the framework we develop in is designed around arbitrary partitioning of sparse matrices. The 'Petra' model used in Trilinos [5] expresses both the rows and columns that are local.
Furthermore, all of the codes we work with are MPIparallel, but not all kernels used in a given code are designed to thread-scale to very high counts. This is not always a programming deficiency, rather it is imposed by the algorithms used. For example, some algorithms may operate on a very large piece of a domain, yet yield a very small linear system that will be solved. Moreover, some codes find that their science performs best with modest thread counts, i.e., 4-8 threads per process. Therefore, these apps will run multiple MPI processes per node (or perhaps even multiple processes per socket). These facts motivate us to find algorithms that are suitable at low thread counts, which we consider to be 1-8 threads.
IV. LOW THREAD-COUNT GUSTAVSON
The fact that we have these 'maps' in Trilinos enables us to know exactly how many columns can possibly have a nonzero. It is this knowledge, coupled with Gustavson's original algorithm using perfect hashing that leads to the Low Thread-count Gustavson (LTG) algorithm. Because we know exactly how many columns we will operate on, we are able to create a dense lookup table, that will have size at most M .
We then realize that we can partition Gustavson's algorithm in such a way that threads can operate independently, with the penalty of having to allocate memory dynamically and then joining these contributions into the final resulting matrix structure at the end. In other words, we are exploring using more thread-local memory, while reducing our data movement of our inputs. We next digress into two general schemes for constructing a sparse matrix-matrix algorithm, and then explain how we thread parallelize our algorithm.
A. Two Passes Versus One
Typically, algorithms will require one or two passes over the input matrices. Two pass algorithms (such as KokkosKernels [3] ) perform an initial pass that discovers the memory requirements of the resulting matrix. Then, the method allocates memory. Finally it performs a second pass which populates the matrix with output structure and values. Thus, two pass algorithms can be considered a count-allocate-compute approach. For some algorithms, the count phase can be very inexpensive, but for SpGEMM, counting the memory required requires that the number of nonzeros of each row in C must be discovered during this phase. Doing so requires the method to accumulate the nonzeros (but not their values) using one of the methods described in Section II-B. This means that such approaches may need to iterate through the input matrices twice. For example, both MKL Inspector and KokkosKernels expose these two phases through their API. Discovering the locations of the nonzeros in a row is the predominant expense of an SpGEMM algorithm (the actual floating-point operations are cheap), so having to do this twice represents a significant cost.
One pass algorithms must dynamically allocate memory as needed, since the number of nonzeros in the resulting matrix is not known. Furthermore, if the algorithm is thread-parallel, and the threads are using thread-local storage, then it must also have a means to aggregate all the independent storage created into the result matrix. The latter we refer to as "copy out." Both this copy out and the dynamic memory allocation have a potential to be a significant cost for one pass algorithms.
In summary, two pass algorithms perform a pass that discovers the number of nonzeros per row and allocate memory before attempting computation. Single pass algorithms perform memory allocations as needed while performing the computation itself. In terms of computational cost, a single pass is desirable, but dynamic memory allocations are typically expensive. Moreover, scalable memory allocation with threads is an active area of research, e.g., tcmalloc [11] and jemalloc [12] .
B. Thread Parallel Gustavson
While the nonzero structure of C may be unknown, we do know exactly how many rows C will have. In terms of CRS, this means we can preallocate storage for crowptr. We then partition the rows of the left-hand side matrix (A) into chunks. Each thread then performs Gustavson on their chunk. Because we have a map that tells us how many local nonzeros there are 
Allocate final cvals and ccolind arrays; end / * Combine thread-local storage * / Correct crowptr offsets using thread total nnzs; Copy colind and vals into ccolind and cvals; end in our right-hand side matrix, we can allocate a dense lookup array per thread, even if this right-hand side matrix is large and distributed. Practically, these dense lookup arrays are very small, because the AMG algorithm constructs coarser levels and thus P is tall and skinny.
Effectively, LTG parallelizes the outer most loop in Algorithm 1. This is shown in detail in Algorithm 2. Each thread constructs an estimate for the number of nonzeros in a row in the output matrix. We can easily construct a crude upper bound, e.g., assume the row is dense. Instead, we approach this problem with a little systems insight. Since we have a gross upper bound for a row, we allocate this upper bound. That is, we allocate storage sufficient for a single row, but we page-align this memory, and always grab memory in terms of pages. This has a few benefits: First, it lets our code overallocate in a smart way, but since our overallocation is effectively the remainder of a page, this actually gives us some performance benefits. Second, by allocating in terms of page size, we observe that realloc becomes extremely fast. E.g., the underlying system is effectively appending a page(s) to our existing allocation record. This same behavior can be coded manually using the Linux calls mmap and mremap. Our code checks at the start of a row if our storage is sufficient to store the worst-case number of nonzeros. If our capacity is sufficient we can skip reallocing new memory. Furthermore, since we have threads calling posix_memalign and realloc in parallel, we investigated several memory allocators designed with threads in mind. The jemalloc library gave a boost to all kernels evaluated, so we use this allocator.
In terms of CRS storage, we can preallocate the crowptr array and have threads index into this shared memory. In this case, threads can store local offsets, rather than the correct global offset. Each thread must allocate (and realloc/grow) its vals and colind arrays. The values stored in the colind array are correct. That is, the thread knows which resulting column it is forming. This means that at the end of the kernel, we have two additional steps to perform: First, we must correct the crowptr array. Second, we must join all of the threads pieces of vals and colind together into one contiguous vals and colind arrays. Again, this operation is parallelizable. To correct the crowptr array a thread only needs to know how many nonzeros all threads who owned rows before it discovered. This is a prefix sum. E.g., if three threads independently computed 5, 6, and 7 nonzeros. Then thread 0 needs to apply no correction. Thread 1 applies a correction of 5, and thread 2 applies a correction 5 + 6. Which yields a rowptr array with values in the range [0, 5+6+7+1]. Applying the correction is simple, with each thread adding their correction to their portion of the crowptr array. The second operation is to unify all vals and colind arrays into the output arrays cvals and ccolind array. This can be done by having one thread allocate the required storage, then each thread copies their arrays into the correct offset of each array. These final steps entail a single thread barrier, and can be implemented inside the same parallel region. That is, we only need to execute one pragma omp parallel. These steps take place in the last 6 lines of Algorthm 2.
In summary, we partition the rows of the right-hand side matrix, and then perform Gustavson locally using thread local storage for vals and colind, while constructing the crowptr in place. Our dense lookup array remains small because we have knowledge of how many nonzeros are owned by this specific process (if the matrix is parallel). We made memory allocations fast by using page-aligned allocations, and by tracking used size and capacity separately. We require a single synchronization point to aggregate the total number of nonzeros computed by all threads, and then a single memory allocation using this information. After this, each thread is able to continue in parallel, copying their data into the final structures. We do perform some optimizations in our copy out phase. For example, we enforce a coloring on thread writes to specific arrays. This helps avoid false sharing if two threads attempt to copy into the same page of memory. We also use the low level memcpy routine, since the vals and colind arrays only need to be copied (not corrected in anyway). We experimented with each thread manually performing the copy via assignment in a loop. We found memcpy outperforms the loop-based copying by a large margin, which is not surprising given how much optimization has gone into that routine.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We implemented our algorithm in the Trilinos [5] framework and evaluated the code on a Cray XC40 system using the Haswell partition. Our configuration and runtime parameters are described in Table I . Of note, we always bind our program to a single socket, and we chose not to bind to hardware threads (HT). We do not present results with two hardware threads per core used (they generally slowed down all runs). The resulting CPUMASK on a dual socket Haswell node was 0xFFFF, and we restricted our driver to the NUMA domain local to the socket.
A. Methodology
We developed a driver code for performing arbitrary sparse matrix-matrix products, and instrumented this code using the C++11 std::chrono steady clock. Our driver effectively constructs two matrices and provides timers around calls into various libraries (e.g., MKL, ViennaCL, and our own). We observed a median timing overhead of approximately 17 ns. Given that a single SpGEMM trial was always on the order of 1.e7 ns, we consider timing overhead to be negligible.
We perform 10,000 randomized trials for each of the kernel/thread/matrix combinations presented. From our timing data, we then compute descriptive statistics as well as a confidence interval on our median value. All thread scaling figures use box plots, with the median annotated using a symbol. For our qualitative study, we present the median value only.
We must point out that not all kernels use the same input formats. For example, MKL requires the matrices be in their CRS datatype. When we time a kernel, we do not count the time it takes to copy in/out data from the third party data structures. We feel this is fair to the external libraries. In other words, our timings are taken only around the actual call to the library's SpGEMM. The reasoning is that if MKL or ViennaCL were sufficiently fast, then we would be motivated to use their data structures natively. In this work, we do not want to penalize the libraries for copyin/out work. In all cases, we expect the libraries to take as input two matrices, and return a solution matrix. We then verify the correctness of the solution obtained using the Frobenius norm.
B. Thread Strong Scaling
The MueLu [13] , [14] algebraic multigrid package in Trilinos [5] can generate two kinds of prolongators, one of which we will refer to as "smoothed" and the other as "unsmoothed." For any given problem, both prolongators have the same number of columns, but the smoothed prolongator contains a higher number of nonzeros.
We consider strong thread scaling on two different size matrices extracted from a real MueLu setup. The matrix we performed setup on is called "Brick3D", which is a discretization on a 3D grid resulting in approximately 27 nonzeros per row. The two sizes chosen are a matrix formed from a 50 3 grid, and a 100 3 grid. This yields matrices with approximately 120k and 1M M rows respectively. Using this input matrix, we then extract two pieces that are used to form the P (prolongator) matrix in RAP . The pieces in this case are the smoothed and unsmoothed versions of P .
By changing the size of the input matrix (A), we are effectively increasing the number of rows and columns in both A and P , but we are not changing the nonzero count per row in the right-hand side matrix P . Since a size change increases the number of columns in P , then our dense lookup must also be larger.
In summary, The size of A dictates the number of rows and columns in both variants of P ; The variants of P have one nonzero per row (unsmoothed) and approximately eight nonzeros per row (smoothed). Therefore, the product with unsmoothed P has fewer flops and reduced data movement, while the product with smoothed P has substantially more flops and increased data movement. Figure 1 shows strong scaling on two sizes of Brick3D when computing the unsmoothed prolongator. In this case, the number of nonzeros per row in the right-hand side matrix is one. We observe very good performance, with LTG often outperforming competing libraries by 2x. Moreover, we often observe that our slowest runtime is often faster than our competitors best runtime. We believe our performance on unsmoothed prolongation is superior for two reasons. First, the number of nonzeros in the right-hand side matrix is very small (one). Hash tables and heaps incur some setup overhead, while our kernel uses perfect hashing and requires no overhead (reinitializing or invaliding) between iterations. Second, our kernel only makes a single pass over the left-hand side matrix. Therefore, we have less data movement. Our penalty, is that our dense lookup table requires storage of atmost M , while the hash based approaches may use much less storage. Our general approach asl requires that we allocate memory twice the size of our resulting matrix. That is, we must store our in-progress resulting matrix, then must allocate and copy out into the final contiguous structure (cvals and ccolind in Algorithm 2).
Next, we consider the smoothed prolongator construction in Figure 2 . In this case, the right-hand side matrix contains approximately 8 nonzeros per row, which means the innermost loop has a non-trivial amount of work, and that the lookup tables will actually be populated. Again, we observe very good performance. At high thread counts, the gap between LTG and MKL is small, but statistically significant. Table II shows the 1% and 99% percentiles, 99% confidence interval for the median, and arithmetic mean for MKL and LTG. We find that our kernel is prone to larger extreme values, while having a statistically significant median timing (w.r. to say our algorithm is competitive. Our kernel must perform some dynamic memory allocations, and these are expensive (even with page aligned allocations). We also require a the copy out routine, which further penalizes our performance, yet even with this overhead we still perform well. A general trend we observe for both smoothed and unsmoothed prolongation calculation, is that while our kernel is very fast, it seems prone to more performance variation. Still, our non-outlier values, i.e., the whiskers on our box plots are very competitive. From Table II we show that with respect to the median and arithmetic mean, we have proposed an algorithm that deserves further research.
C. Sparse Matrix Squaring Survey
We next consider a sweep of 72 matrices from the SparseSuite [15] that have dimension between 10k and 120k. We intentionally sought matrices from many classes (as classified by the Suite Sparse maintainers). Table III summarizes the matrix classes and number chosen. The purpose of the survey is qualitative. We are not asserting that our algorithm is the best algorithm for matrix squaring, but we feel the survey supports our claim that our method is competitive in this case. Figure 3 plots the relative difference in the median runtime between LTG and MKL. For each matrix and thread count we conducted 10,000 randomized trials.
We observe that our algorithm performs very well with lower thread counts, but remains competitive even at 16 threads. Matrix squaring is particularly hard for our algorithm, because we perform dynamic memory allocations as we iterate. Matrix squaring generates a non-trivial amount of fill-in, which means that our algorithm typically allocates memory more often. Even with the added cost of memory allocation, we still observe superior performance in some cases. In general, the majority of runtimes are roughly the same as MKL's. While there are matrices we perform significantly better on, there are also matrices we perform significantly worse on, e.g., ±50% of MKL performance. We could improve our algorithm if we anticipate higher fill. As-is, squaring triggers more reallocs, which we could mitigate by using a larger estimate for matrix fill. Moreover, our performance is the worst with higher thread counts. With low thread counts, we have very competitive performance the majoriy of the time.
VI. CONCLUSION
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Relative difference between LTG and MKL computing the square of 72 matrices from the Sparse Suite Fig. 3 : Survey of performance difference with respect to MKL for matrices from different classes of problems. Computing C = A 2 , using various thread counts and taking the median timing from 10,000 randomized trials We devised a scalable strategy for joining each thread's contribution back into a single CRS data structure, and are able to compute our CRS rowptr in place. Our algorithm is motivated by characteristics of the matrices arrising in AMG setup, and for these types of matrices, we observed superior, scalable performance. We observed performance improvements of nearly 2x over competing kernels at low thread counts, and even at higher thread counts our algorithm is competitive. We also conducted a qualitative survey of squaring arbitrary matrices from the Sparse Suite, and presented findings that our kernel performs reasonable well over a large spread of matrices. We leave to future work several open questions: First, we believe we can remove the need to copyout our resulting matrix. Second, it may be beneficial to introduce some blocking into our thread's local SpGEMM loops. Third, the ideas underpinning our algorithm can be applied to other AMG operations, and potentially introduced into performanceportability libraries such as Kokkos [16] .
